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COVID-19:
Impact on Irish Economy 
and implications for IMR

Economic impact of Covid-19 
and a path forward for Irish 
Manufacturing
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1. Economic Impact Maurice (10 mins)
• Intro
• Global impact
• 5 phase model
• Longer term implications

2. Summary of government support schemes and insights Mike (10 mins)
• High level summary of instruments
• Insights and recommendations on implementation
• Possible path forward for IMR / companies

3. IMR research pivot themes and examples Micheal (10 mins)
• Getting back to work 
• Building resilience for the future
• Emerging projects

4. Q&A (c. 5 mins)

Agenda
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• > 2.4 million Cases with 
more than 1/3 global 
pop. in lockdown at 
present

• Ability to control virus 
determines economic 
recovery

• Testing early, contract 
tracing and social 
distancing protocols 
have been key to 
success

• A full return to normality 
will not happen until a 
vaccine or sufficient 
anti-viral medicine is 
found

https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/geogr
aphical-distribution-2019-ncov-cases

Covid-19 Reality

https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/geographical-distribution-2019-ncov-cases
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‘In 17 of 25 industries studied, demand shock, not supply 
shocks (the availability or productivity of the workforce or 
materials) accounted for most of the negative impact on 
economic growth’
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Early indicators 

Tourism & Hospitality :

Domestic:
• Supermarket growth unprecedented 15% last two months, pressure on supply chains, dist. 

channels
• New Irish car registrations plunged by 63% (6,174) in March compared to March 2019

International:
• Zoom now has a larger market capitalisation ($42bn) than American Airlines, Expedia and 

Hilton combined

• Disney+ has 50m subscribers four months after its launch – analysts initially expected 
subscribers to hit 20m by the end of 2020
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Long-Term Forecast

• IMF now predict global economy will 
contract sharply by 3% in 2020 and 
Eurozone to suffer a 7.5% contraction.

- 2009 global economic contraction -1.7%

• Recovery time (globally)

- 1929 Great Depression 36-48 months

- 1945 World War II 36 months

- 2008 Global Recession 18 months 

- 2020 Coronavirus ….?

• “Economic rebound can be robust”     
Jerome Powell (Fed Chair)

• “We are providing support, as attractively 
as we can, so that from the household to 
the large big corporate account, all 
economic players can access financing 
through their banks” Christine Lagarde 
(ECB President)
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Phased response for Companies

1.  Resolve - Address the immediate challenges that COVID-19 represents to institution’s

workforce, customers, technology, and business partners.

2. Resilience - Address near-term cash-management challenges and broader resiliency  

issues during virus-related shutdowns and economic knock-on effects.

3. Return - Create detailed plan to return business to scale quickly as COVID-19

situation evolves and knock-on effects become clearer.

4. Reimagination - Reimagine the next normal: what a discontinuous shift looks like and     
implications for how institutions should reinvent.

5. Reform – Anticipate how regulatory and competitive environments in industry may shift

McKinsey & Company, COVID-19:Briefing Material
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Longer-Term Considerations

1. Spending may 
permanently shift 
between categories and 
online services could get 
adopted far faster.

2. A renewed drive for 
sustainable and 
environmentally 
responsible 
manufacturing strategies 
will emerge

3. Companies must 
demonstrate to 
employees that their 
health and wellbeing is 
top of mind. 

4. The resurgence of a 
regional manufacturing 
model where proximity to 
market is more important 
than a landed cost for 
companies.
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Government Support 
Schemes & Insights 
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“It is those that adapt best and respond fastest to their changing environment 
that survive and grow stronger ”    Darwin
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So how do we adapt and respond  to our new environment
Government led actions

• Wage Subsidy Scheme Mar 24th

• Updated Scheme April 15th

• €1B of Liquidly supports announced April 8th

Biggest industry support package since 
foundation of the state

Wage Subsidy scheme 
• Addresses short term cash problems for people and 

companies 

Liquidity programs 
• designed to replenish working capital medium term 

and aid recovery

Company led actions

• Implement COVID Safety protocols and SOP's

• Recalibrate to changing customer environment and 
Pivot business plans quickly.

This is not likely to be a V shaped recovery.

Scenario plan through 2021

• Build robust plans that rapidly re-align with your 
changing customer needs

• Leverage Government supports and organizations to De-
Risk your transition
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Support packages are well intentioned but need more work

€1b package of Liquidity supports
Announced : April 8th

Budget

• Strategic Banking corporation of Ireland (SBCI)      
• Covid Working Capital Program                    €450m
• Future Growth Program €200m
• Credit Guarantee Scheme       €150m

• Enterprise Ireland (EI)
• Sustaining Enterprise Fund   €180m

• Micro Finance Ireland(MFI)
• MFI loan €20m

• Other relevant EI/LEO grants
• €2500 business continuity voucher
• €5000 finance support grant
• €2500 trading online grant
• Competitive start fund 
• €10k -€35k retail online grant

Observations:

➢ SBCI programs
➢ 500k un-secured, 2 step application process is fast
➢ Interest rate , loan term and innovation criteria
➢ Credit Guarantee scheme needs to be updated

➢ Sustaining Enterprise Fund
➢ Flexible repayments in first 3 years, 5-year term, 800k max
➢ Must have previously applied to SBCI/Banks , 4% admin

➢ MFI
➢ Increase in loan size to 50k,
➢ Interest cap of 4.5% is still too high
➢ Targeted at smaller SME's that need grant support not 

loans.  Covid restrictions will directly impact Revenue
➢ Grants

➢ Finance and business continuity grants are positive
➢ Online trading grants are good but are pay and retrieve
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IMR is here to help you as you engage with this journey

Strong B2B networks, help to generate  and 
validate Business plans that are researched for 
your sector

Strong Government connections

Experienced business team to help you through 
the application process

Manufacturing productivity is key to reducing costs

New supply chains in a disrupted market 

IMR can help to run manufacturing operations in a COVID-19 
constrained environment

We are also a portal into EU and USA markets to help you 
expand your products and services
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IMR Research Response 
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1. Help industry emerge quickly from 
this crisis

How can the impact of social distancing 
constraints on productivity be minimised?
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2. Help industry build resilience for 
the future

How does industry build capability to deal with 
potential future restrictions & become more 
productive and competitive for the future?

Has work changed irrevocably as a result of the 
crisis?
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Key Objectives

IIOT and Digitisation

• Support supply-chain flexibility, resilience and 
integrity

• Support real-time remote equipment 
management and diagnostics

• Support line and shift virtualisation

Technology offering
• IOT Toolkit supporting scalable interoperable 

systems development (OPC-UA)
• Pilot line environment for rapid development 

and testing
• Real-time condition based monitoring
• Occupancy sensing
• Supply-chain traceability
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Key Objectives

Automation

• Support social distancing requirements
• Support remote operations
• Build resilience for continuing operations in 

future disruption
• Enhance long-term productivity 

Technology offering

• Rapid solution prototyping & piloting
• Tele-robotics and mobile robotics solution 

development to minimise contact and support 
remote operations

• Collaborative Robotics to facilitate low footprint 
automation and social distancing

• Ensuring compliance with emerging operating 
standards

Source: Pilz.com
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Key Objectives

Virtual Environments

• Support line and shift virtualisation 
• Support remote line validation and qualification
• Remote supervision and expert training
• Provide real-time compliance and safety data 

to workers

Technology offering

• AR and VR training and application 
development

• Support for remote line validation
• Streaming 360° video 
• Remote line and plant management
• Remote expert and supervision application 

deployment
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Key Objectives

Digitisation and Data Analytics

• Maximise factory layout in compliance with 
social distancing requirements

• Maximise throughput with reduced operators
• Flexibly adapt production capacity 
• Optimise production schedules

Technology offering

• Factory layout planning and simulation
• Dynamic workforce allocation models and tools
• Schedule Optimisation
• Trade-off analysis
• Data integration and analytics to build compliance 

with emerging operating standards
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Key Objectives

Rapid prototyping

• Support near-shore product-development, 
prototyping and pre-production

• Support Design for Manufacture
• Provide access to key industrial manufacturing 

technologies for design and development

Technology offering

• Metal and plastic industrial 3D printing
• New product design and prototyping
• Electronic integration and testing
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What next?

Understand the needs of business

• Near-term recovery
• Modular tools and technologies ready to go
• Rapid development and deployment
• Sharing Best Known Methods

• Long-term resilience
• Focused collaborative development on enabling 

technologies
• Supporting and deploying emerging standards
• Flexible and resilient supply-chains
• Remote operations

• Pivot to the new normal – embracing the change 
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Q&A

Any questions ?


